
C59 SR/LNER 13ton  8plank Mineral Wagon
These wagons were built to carry coal, their design was similar to other Southern 
wagons, such as the D1384 7 plank of 1933. It is suggested in  Southern Wagons 
Vol.4 that they were built to add to the Southern's contribution to the pooled wagon 
fleet.  100 were built, plus a further 1,850 for the LNER. The latter had LNER 
axleboxes and capping strips on the side top planks. Plates to retain the floor may 
have been fitted to the 1st plank in a similar manner to other Southern wagons. The 
SR wagons had bottom doors, but curiously the LNER ones did not, although its 
area was known for coal drops.
REFERENCES:  ' Southern Railway Wagons Vol. 4', Bixley, Blackburn,  Chorley, 
King (OPC), 'A Pictorial Record of LNER Wagons', Peter Tatlow (OPC)
LIVERY: SR/LNER: unpainted wood planking with black ironwork  including 
solebars, running gear black. Diagonal strapping at door end was white, as was the 
end of the brakelever. BR: unpainted as above or grey body (Precision P126).
Lettering: S R  4" high & placed in the bottom LH corner on the first plank (A) with 
the load & number thus:  13T   SR 41214 . This plank was painted black from the 
left of the diagonal. Tare, e.g. 7.3 , was at the opposite end  on the first plank (B) on 
a small black square. A black rectangle on the 1st & 2nd planks between the door 
spring plates had white stripes to indicate the presence of bottom doors. The LNER 
wagons had similar lettering:  13T NE 268158  at (A) ,  tare:  6.17 at (B) , but did 
not have the bottom door panel. BR lettering in the early years would have been 
identical with  the "R" of  "SR" or the  "N" of "NE" painted out.  On grey bodies 
there was a black panel on the 1st & 2nd planks at (C) with the 13T on the 2nd 
plank, centered above the number.
Numbers: SR 41210 - 309;  LNER 267100 - 268949
ALSO AVAILABLE:  SR 25ton Brake Van , SR 5 plank open, SR 8 plank open,
LBSC/SR round/flat end open (D1369), SECR 7 plank open, SECR 2 plank ballast, 
LNER 16ton Mineral.

Door Spring
Door Springs

Construction: There are two lengths of solebar supplied: for 16'6" & 17'6" 
wagons. This kit requires the short ones. 12mm  3-hole wheels & bearings are 
required. Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for 
assembly e.g. Liquid Poly or Polsol (Read & follow manufacturers' instructions). 
If using sprung 3-link couplings it is easier to fit them to the headstocks before 
construction. Hornby couplings can be fitted using the adaptor blocks. 
The SR wagons did not have a capping strip on top of the sides, so the 5 clips(X) 
should be trimmed off the inside & outside of the sides before assembly.
Assemble the body upside down – the door end fits inside the sides – and add the 
floor which rests on the small studs on the back of the sides. 
Fit bearings into back of "W" irons, then fit axleboxes (use those on the body 
ends sprue for LNER wagons) on the front of the bearings. Fit the 'W' iron unit 
to the back of the long solebar. 
Thread buffer collars onto  shanks (about 1/2 way along 
length) then fit into buffer body on head-stock. Fit solebars to 
the floor, with the back of the "W" unit against the floor studs, 
insert the wheels, then add headstocks. Ensure components 
are square. Independent brakegear was fitted on each side of 
the wagon. Side "F" on the bar 
of the brakegear faces 
outwards. Add the brakelevers.  
Add 2 door springs to solebars 
under the plates on the doors. 
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Construction: There are two lengths of solebar supplied: for 16'6" & 17'6" 
wagons. This kit requires the short ones. 12mm  3-hole wheels & bearings are 
required. Remove parts from sprues with a sharp knife. Use solvent for 
assembly e.g. Liquid Poly or Polsol (Read & follow manufacturers' instructions). 
If using sprung 3-link couplings it is easier to fit them to the headstocks before 
construction. Hornby couplings can be fitted using the adaptor blocks. 
The SR wagons did not have a capping strip on top of the sides, so the 5 clips(X) 
should be trimmed off the inside & outside of the sides before assembly.
Assemble the body upside down – the door end fits inside the sides – and add the 
floor which rests on the small studs on the back of the sides. 
Fit bearings into back of "W" irons, then fit axleboxes (use those on the body 
ends sprue for LNER wagons) on the front of the bearings. Fit the 'W' iron unit 
to the back of the long solebar. 
Thread buffer collars onto shanks (about 1/2 way along 
length) then fit into buffer body on head-stock. Fit solebars 
to floor, with the back of the "W" unit against the floor studs, 
insert the wheels, then add headstocks. Ensure components 
are square. Independent brakegear was fitted on each side of 
the wagon. Side "F" on the bar of the 
brakegear faces outwards. Add the 
brakelevers. Add 2 door springs to 
solebars under the plates on the 
doors. 


